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Carrion Crown Session Summary 08/18/2013 

Attendance 

 Ernest points out that the allegedly fictional Mexican snack food Sabor de 

Soledad is now available in the Wal-Mart down in Lake Jackson.  Georgina notes that 

she’s never watched 30 Rock, even though she knows that she would absolutely binge 

upon it if she had half a chance to.  Paul points out that all of the original series on 

Netflix has been completely binge-worthy.  The others aren’t sure what he’s saying, 

because he’s too distracted by the Lillehammer visit to the Troll-Land Theme Park.  

Bruce has no idea what anyone is talking about, at least until Chris mentions in similar 

fashion that the style of the abandoned theme park in Hanna is, “German, so it features 

rides like The Witch’s House That Eats Children Who Lie to their Parents.”  Patrick does 

his best to stay silent, for fear of the conversation.  Matt already knows the consequences: 

he might have to participate in an 8D investigation after that awful nail-gun incident in 

woodshop. 

 

Character Player Description Class Level 

Oswald Bainbridge Bruce Grizzled Crossbowman Fighter 5 

Vladimir Vampijérovic Matt Pale-skinned Stranger Hungry 

Ghost Monk 

5 

Nigel Snodgrass Patrick Emo-Gothic figure Dirge Bard 5 

Doctor Jegen Vaus Tim Elvish Eurotrash in 

leather pants 

Alchemist 5 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl Ernest Troubled Vudran Girl Witch 5 

Icobus Basilisk Chris Pale, poor nobleman, 

now become orcish! 

Oracle 5 

 

I Thought Those Were Guards! 

 Who could have known that the gatehouse of Schloss Caromarc had been taken 

over by trolls and troll-hounds?  Certainly not Icobus Basilisk, who got torn apart by one 
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of the creatures.  Last session, the characters retreated back to town to heal up and get 

him Reincarnated - into an orc. Orcs are persona non grata in Ustalav in general since 

they’re bordered by a violent orcish kingdom. 

 Icobus is quite glad to find out that the main Lepidstadt lynch mob has headed out 

of town to look for The Beast, so the best the town can muster up for him is a mere 

secondary lynch mob.  To evade their attentions, he purchases a full-face helmet and a 

pair of gloves (“Oh, your hands are green!”  “No, that washes right off… see?”).  He 

makes sure that the helmet has a detachable jaw-piece and a straw so he doesn’t stand out 

too much in taverns.  Ahem. 

 

Icobus Basilisk’s New Helmet 

 Oswald Bainbridge is disappointed that Doctor Vaus is too obsessed with finding 

the escaped serial killer Grind to make either alchemist’s fire or acid.  He is forced to 

purchase his at retail. 

 To everyone’s disappointment, the trip back to Schloss Caromarc is completely 

uneventful. 
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Schloss Caromarc Redux 

 

 As before, Schloss Caromarc clings to the cliff walls of a mountain.  The bridge 

from the Gate House to the High Keep is a strong, stone structure with elegant carvings 

and a beautiful arch.  There appears to have been a similar bridge from the High Keep to 

the Cliff Tower, but it fell some time ago and has been replaced with a ramshackle wood-

and-rope bridge. 

Someone Has Already Been Calling Here 

 The characters find fresh troll parts strewn around the area in front of the gate 

house when they arrive.  Oswald investigates and finds some large bare footprints on the 

ground.  The characters conclude that the Beast was probably here recently and had some 

disagreements with the local troll population. 

 The gates are not in good shape, apparently torn down and hastily repaired.  The 

characters suspect that the trolls were responsible for the damage to the gates.  They 

decide to not trust the doors – their plan to enter is to use the Rope of Climbing to go in 

through one of the towers. 
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The Place Isn’t Quite Deserted 

 As the characters approach the castle they are able to see something prowling 

back and forth along the bridge.  Careful observation identifies it as a flesh hound, similar 

to the hound the characters carefully bypassed at Vorkstag & Grind’s shop earlier.  

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl notes that the last flesh hound was quite resistant to arrow fire.  

Oswald grumbles. 

 There are two rooms in the gatehouse.  The trolls barricaded the inner room 

against the flesh hound with an array of furniture, boxes, junk, and whatnot.  The 

characters search around and find several hunks of meat hooked together on a staff.  To 

general surprise, the staff is magical – Sredni Vashtar’s Girl identifies it as a Staff of 

Swarming Insects (7 charges).  It has two powers, both operating at CL 9: 

 Summon Swarm (1 charge) 

 Insect Plague (3 charges) 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl only has Summon Swarm on her spell list, but Icobus Basilisk could 

have access to both of them and thus can use all of the staff’s powers.  He takes the staff.  

Meanwhile, Sredni Vashtar’s Girl takes the chunks of questionable meat. 

 The far end of the gate house bridge has an iron door decorated with an angry 

face.  A scowling sun is devoured by ravenous clouds. 

Let’s Trick the Monstrous Hound! 

 The characters organize a cunning plan to get past the flesh hound.  They place 

the bear trap that Icobus got caught in a session ago in the center of the gate house.  The 

plan is to clear the barricade to the inner gate and use Vlad as bait to draw the flesh hound 

into the trap.  He will use the Rope of Climbing and his amazing acrobatic skills to get to 

safety as other characters close the inner door. 

 Oswald sets to clearing the barricade.  While he does, he finds a stained and 

ragged gray tunic with blue trim, the colors of House Caromarc.  The characters decide to 

use magic (Mending and Prestidigitation) to fix the tunic up and have Vlad wear it – 

perhaps the flesh hound is under orders to not murder House Caromarc staff. 

 The characters open the door.  Vlad stares into the eyes of the flesh hound.  It sits 

upon its haunches.  Vlad walks up to it.  It doesn’t move.  Oswald, sweating profusely, 
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draws a bead on the creature from above.  Vlad tries to get it to follow his orders.  It 

doesn’t move. 

 Vlad returns to the gate house to explain that he can’t get the creature to move.  

He recommends simply attacking it. 

Being Clever Still Looks Like a Winning Plan 

 The characters go with a modified plan.  Vlad acts as bait again, but without the 

tunic.  Icobus, wearing the tunic, will stand by the inner gate to slam it shut when the 

hound storms by. 

 Vlad opens the door… and the hound sits. 

 He approaches the hound.  It looks at Icobus and Vlad, puzzled as to why the 

visitor is being allowed on the bridge.  Icobus heads out and takes Vlad by the hand.  He 

escorts him to the other side of the bridge.  The hound lets them go by. 

Entry into the Castle! 

 Icobus and Vlad study the door.  It is locked, but there is a hidden bell-pull to one 

side.  Icobus pulls on it.  A few seconds later, the door opens.  The characters see a huge 

hall, with a portrait hanging above a grand fireplace at the other end. 

 Icobus and Vlad very carefully return to the gate house and escort all the 

characters past the flesh hound. 

The Great Hall 

 On closer inspection, the portrait is of the old Count Caromarc, looking down 

upon his visitors. 

 

Friendly Count Caromarc 
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Oswald examines the painting.  It shows the Count standing in his library in Schloss 

Caromarc.  He notes that in the window behind the Count the stone bridge that once 

connected the High Keep to the Cliff Tower is visible. 

 Icobus Basilisk sees something underneath the stairs.  It is an awful combination 

of metal and flesh, punctuated with two huge scything blades.  It appears to be in good 

shape.  Icobus whispers to the others, “I think I just found a murder machine… good 

thing you’re being escorted by a guard.” 

The Master Bedroom 

 Icobus leads the characters up the stairs into a hallway with three doors – two 

along the sides and one at the head.  The characters go through the door at the head, then 

another door into the master bedroom.  Vlad searches the place.  He doesn’t find any 

secret doors, but he does find that the wardrobe is stuffed with fine men’s clothing, noble 

and scholar’s outfits, plus a royal outfit (requiring at least two attendants to don). 

 Nigel Snodgrass peers into the jewelry box.  He finds the Caromarc family jewels 

(ahem), including a monocle! The group decides to leave them where they are, on the 

grounds that it’s not clear yet if we need to murder the Count for crimes against humanity 

or not; and if not, it would be quite rude to steal his stuff. 

More Bedrooms 

 The characters continue on through some other bedrooms, among them a simple 

room with three beds and a writing table with some engineering drawings of designs to 

replace the fallen bridge to the tower. 

 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl calls out, “Is anyone here?”  Nobody answers. 

More Rooms 

 The characters return to the main hall and try the next hallway.  They locate a 

trophy room full of stuffed animals and heads.  They find a comfortable library that 

makes Vladimir quite happy (“I like libraries!  They’re full of books, and books are full 

of secrets!”).  The books make Oswald nervous (“Trouble with books, they’re full of 

secrets and things.  Bad secrets and things that make people crazy.  Put that book down, 

I’m warning you!”).  Vladimir quickly figures out that most of the books are on 
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engineering and architecture, suggesting that Count Caromarc might have been interested 

in making improvements to his castle. 

 After that, the characters find a smoking room.  It is also quite nice, with a 

magical everburning fireplace and a rack with several interesting pipes.  The characters 

admire the variety and quality of the Count’s tobacco collection, neatly arranged in 

labeled jars. 

 After that, the characters explore the billiards room, the dining room, a storeroom 

(crammed with boxed items and shelves… beeswax is in the air), a wine cellar, a larder, a 

coal room, and a kitchen (featuring a roaring stove and a well-stocked spice cabinet of 

Tien design).  The characters are somewhat concerned by the fact that there are 

nonmagical fires burning in some of the fireplaces, suggesting that someone (or 

something) might be maintaining them.  They are also concerned by the fact that the 

whole structure doesn’t seem to have a single privy in it.  Perhaps that’s why there are no 

railings on the balconies. 

Be Our Guest! 

 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl suggests that the Count couldn’t possibly begrudge his 

son’s invited guests some lunch and a game of billiards.  She takes advantage of the 

kitchen to make that happen, doing her best to make something appealing in spite of the 

lack of familiar ingredients (at least to her). Unfortunately despite her culinary skills, her 

attempt to make “food white people would like, Vudran style” results in mayonnaise 

shooters and other such horrors. 

 At lunch, Icobus the orc sits at the head of the table.  He wears a monocle and 

smokes a long churchwarden pipe.  Oswald is somewhat put out by the fact that the 

Count is much taller than he is, so none of his clothes fit. 

A Secret Door! 

 The characters did manage to find one secret door during their explorations.  After 

lunch, they open it and follow the corridor beyond to a bridge to another portion of the 

castle.  They note that the bridge is narrow and without handrails, only three feet wide but 

suspended above the roaring waters of the river far below.  The characters see no 

guardians, obvious or otherwise.  They cross over very carefully and uneventfully. 
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The Alchemical Labs 

 The door into the building at the other side is wooden.  The characters can hear 

creaking and suspect that the building is structurally unsound.  They can see scorch 

marks on some of the stones and suspect that there was some kind of explosion inside, 

maybe some time ago. 

 Icobus opens the door and sees an alchemical workshop.  There is clear evidence 

that a massive explosion destroyed the western wall, part of the floor, and the bridge 

linking the room to the cliff tower across the way.  Scaffoldings surround the damaged 

areas.  There is nobody visible inside. 

 Then the characters see the three rust monsters, the most feared monster in all of 

Pathfinder!  Three of them scuttle towards the characters.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl puts one 

of them to sleep.  Nigel Snodgrass casts Cause Fear and sends a second scuttling away.  

And Oswald shoots the third dead with his crossbow.  Icobus rolls the sleeping rust 

monster over the edge of the broken floor and into the river below.  Apparently, rust 

monsters don’t fly in their sleep. 
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 The characters explore the lab very cursorily, noting that the floor seems pretty 

unstable.  Then they attempt the bridge, with Vlad leading the way.  He has a rope around 

his waist, with Nigel holding the other end. 

Bad Apparition!  Bad Apparition! 

 Halfway across the bridge, a rune on the bridge flashes and a winged female 

figure with a fiery bow appears in the air near Vlad.  Nigel cries out, “It’s an erinyes!  An 

erinyes!”  

 The erinyes shoots at Vlad.  Oswald shoots at her.  Oswald’s shots are 

unimpressive, barely touching her through damage resistance.  Her shots are much better 

– Vlad deflects one but takes the second right through his lung.  Vlad exclaims, “Ow!” 

with a curious gurgling tone. 

 Icobus tries to warn her off, trading on the value of his tunic.  He doesn’t make 

much progress, as she appears to only speak Infernal.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl casts 

Blindness, and she shrugs off the spell without even noticing. 

 Vlad manages to evade the erinyes’ next three flaming arrows.  They strike the 

wooden doors and smoulder.  He pushes on the doors and dodges inside.  He finds 

himself in a room filled with glass cylinders containing the preserved pieces of various 

mysterious creatures.  Everything is carefully labeled. 

 The erinyes ignores several more crossbow bolts from Oswald, then tells the 

others, “See if you can cross the bridge now!”  She shoots the bridge in three places with 

flaming arrows.  The bridge starts to burn. 

 Vlad cautions the others, “I don’t have any water over here.  Or anything else that 

looks like it will get rid of an erinyes!  You better think of something soon!” 

 Nigel decides that he will take action – he will run across the bridge.  Sadly, he 

isn’t able to cover the entire length in one action.  Icobus yells at the erinyes, “Don’t kill 

my friend!  Kill wasps instead!”  He uses his new Staff of Swarming Insects to drop an 

Insect Plague on her. 

 Nigel tries to make it to the end of the bridge, but loses his step.  He tumbles 

dangerously, but Sredni Vashtar’s Girl rushes up to rescue him.  The erinyes shoots her 

three times, dropping her to the planks.  She thinks, “At least there’s a dirge bard here to 
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sing me to the other side…”  And then Nigel loses his footing and only barely catches 

himself before plunging to his own death. 

 Vlad pokes his head out of the doorway.  He screams some insults in Infernal then 

flings a jar full of dissected giant slug parts at her.  It shatters on her, soaking her with 

embalming fluid and horrible gunk.  She screams in fury!  Erinyes are all about 

vengeance and bloody justice!  The hollow-face monk must die! 

 Icobus casts a Fog Cloud across the bridge, hiding Nigel and Sredni Vashtar’s 

Girl from view.  Clearly he doesn’t want to see them fall to their deaths.  Suddenly a 

surge of strength comes over Nigel.  He pulls up both himself and Sredni Vashtar’s Girl, 

dragging her to the safety of the other side of the bridge, then casting Cure Moderate 

Wounds to save her from death. 

 As Oswald reaches the middle of the bridge it gives way.  Both Oswald and 

Icobus end up dangling from the Rope of Climbing as if their lives depended upon it… 

which they do.  Until Oswald loses his grip and falls!  At the last possible moment he 

grabs Icobus’ leg and arrests his fall to doom! Icobus grunts as he clings to the rope with 

the weight of two warriors pulling him down toward the fatal drop to the river below. 

 The erinyes shoots Vlad again, leaving him to whisper, “Nigel!  Negative energy 

now!  Please!  Dying!”  Nigel obliges by “healing” him with Inflict Light Wounds.  Nigel 

is just in time, because Vlad takes another shot right in the chest and drops. 

 Icobus moves very slowly along the rope, hand over hand, with Oswald still 

hanging from his legs.  And then the erinyes flies up, flinging a rope at him.  A moment 

later, he is entangled.  Things are looking bad for our heroes.  Then in desperation, Sredni 

Vashtar’s Girl grabs the near end and commands the far end of the Rope of Climbing to 

untie itself.  Icobus and Oswald both fall screaming in an arc, their descent slowed 

somewhat by the fact that the erinyes is dragged down as well. Their fall is arrested by 

the side of the cliff with a meaty smack. 

 Oswald manages to grab onto the Rope of Climbing and starts making his way up.  

The erinyes decides to pull Icobus off the rope with her rope, but Icobus manages to hold 

on.  Both Oswald and Icobus attempt to climb up, working against the erinyes’ resistance, 

like a writhing bundle of puppies. 
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 The erinyes makes one last attempt to pull Icobus off the rope, fails, and then 

vanishes.  Thank goodness for limited durations on summon spells!  Icobus and Oswald 

clamber up the rope and are pulled over the edge to safety. Everyone spends some time 

resting and healing and being grateful that they are all alive… 

The Far Side of the Bridge 

 This side of the castle is much dustier than the other.  Apparently whoever tends 

the fires doesn’t do the housekeeping over here.  Maybe the erinyes scared them off.  The 

characters move carefully through the next rooms, finding a chamber containing an entire 

taxidermied bulette and display cases containing a variety of exotic and magical sea 

creatures. 

 The characters find a large sarcophagus, a sarcophagus loaded with a very hostile 

mummy.  It bursts free!  Icobus, Nigel, and Girl are paralyzed with fear! Vlad engages it 

in fisticuffs as Oswald fires crossbow bolts into it. It beats Vlad unconscious, but a 

skilled crossbow shot to the eye socket explodes its desiccated head. Application of 

negative energy gets the dhampir back up into the action. 

Dear God, What Is that Thing? 

 The characters start down the stairs – but coming up the stairs is a huge faceless, 

skinless golem attached by chain leashes to six homunculi. Everyone recoils in  horror. 

Icobus prays to Azathoth that it’s the 

right thing to do as he slashes one 

homunculus’ head off and the golem 

screams as a wound appears on it. Girl 

puts Misfortune onto the golem as 

Nigel begins his drumbeat. It smacks 

Icobus a good one with a meaty fist. 

 Nigel slashes another 

homunculus dead with his magical 

longsword and Icobus takes another 

one out. Massive wounds continue to 
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appear on the golem. Everyone focuses entirely on the remaining homunculi; Vlad kicks 

one to death and Girl puts one down with a crossbow. The golem is hideously hurt but it 

continues to pound on Icobus, felling him, and switches to the monk. 

 Nigel and Vlad try to maneuver around to get at the last homunculus hiding 

behind the creature. Girl heals Icobus, who staggers to his feet.  Vlad powerslides under 

the golem and kicks the last homunculus dead, and the golem falls. 

The End of the Session 

 The session ends with the party retreating into the bulette room.  They push the 

stuffed monster against the door to barricade themselves in and rest. 


